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Abstract—Nonconvexity induced by the nonlinear AC power
flow equations challenges solution algorithms for AC optimal
power flow (OPF) problems. While significant research efforts
have focused on reliably computing high-quality OPF solutions,
identifying a feasible path from an initial operating to a desired
operating point is a topic that has received much less atten-
tion. However, since the feasible space of the OPF problem is
nonconvex and potentially disconnected, it can be challenging
to transition between operating points while avoiding constraint
violations. To address this problem, we propose an algorithm
which computes a provably feasible path from an initial operating
point to a desired operating point. The algorithm solves a
sequence of quadratic optimization problems over conservative
convex inner approximations of the OPF feasible space, each
representing a so-called convex restriction. In each iteration, we
obtain a new, improved operating point and a feasible transition
from the operating point in the previous iteration. In addition to
computing a feasible path to a known desired operating point, this
algorithm can also be used to locally improve the operating point.
Extensive numerical studies on a variety of test cases demonstrate
the algorithm and the ability to arrive at a high-quality solution
in few iterations.
I. INTRODUCTION
AC optimal power flow (OPF) is a fundamental optimization
problem in power system analysis The classical form of an
OPF problem [1] seeks an operating point that is feasible
(i.e., satisfies both the AC power flow equations that model
the network physics and the inequality constraints associated
with operational limits on voltage magnitudes, line flows, gen-
erator outputs, etc.) and economically efficient, i.e., achieves
minimum operational cost. Significant research efforts have
focused on obtaining locally and globally optimal OPF solu-
tions using algorithms based on local search, approximation,
and relaxation techniques [2]–[5]. While previous research has
improved the computational tractability of OPF algorithms and
the quality of the resulting solutions, a number of challenging
issues remain. One such issue is to determine a sequence of
control actions that facilitate a safe transition from the current
operating point to the desired operating point [6], [7].
Previous literature has considered the problem of determin-
ing a limited number of active and reactive power redispatch
[8]–[10] required to bring the system to a new safe or
optimal operating point. References such as [9], [10] consider
the sequence as a set of individual control actions, where
the operating point after each action must be steady-state
feasible. While this improves security relative to a setting
where intermediate feasibility is not considered, the feasible
space of the AC OPF problem is nonconvex and sometimes
disconnected [11]. Hence, a feasible path connecting the two
steady-state operating points (where each intermediate state is
feasible) can be difficult to compute or may not exist. Despite
the importance of maintaining system security, there is only
limited previous work on the topic of ensuring feasibility
on the path from the current to a desired operating point.
Recent approaches in [12] and [13] guarantee power flow
feasibility for sets of power injections, but are only applicable
to distribution systems. The work in [13] ensures that the
system’s trajectory remains feasible, but is limited to systems
with only PQ buses and the nonconvexity of the associated
condition precludes the use of scalable convex optimization
solvers. Approaches to robust AC OPF such as [14]–[16]
have also considered feasibility for ranges of power injections,
but rely on convex relaxation of the AC power flow [14],
requiring controllable power injections on every node [15] or
only guarantee feasibility of inequality constraints [16].
To the best of our knowledge, this paper proposes the
first algorithm that provides a guaranteed feasible path for a
general OPF problem. Specifically, we propose an algorithm
for computing a sequence of control actions that ensures
feasibility with respect to both the nonlinear AC power flow
equations and operational limits (in the form of inequality
constraints) as the system transitions from one operating point
to another. In contrast to previous work, our proposed feasible
path algorithm is not limited to specific classes of systems,
considers the nonlinear AC power flow model, and is tractable
for large problems. Based on a quadratic convex restriction
of the AC power flow feasible space [17], we compute a
piece-wise linear path connecting an initial point to a desired
operating point such that all points along the path are feasible.
The proposed algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1.
We highlight two characteristics of the convex restriction
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a feasible path identification for a two-bus system.
The region in blue is the non-convex feasible space. To find a feasible path
from the initial operating point u(0) to the desired operating point u(4),
our algorithm constructs a sequence of convex restrictions (shown in green).
By iteratively solving optimization problems over the convex restrictions, we
obtain a sequence of intermediate points that together form a feasible, piece-
wise linear path u(0)–u(1)–u(2)–u(3)–u(4).
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2which are crucial for the success of our algorithm:
(i) The convex restriction provides a conservative inner ap-
proximation of the feasible space of the AC power flow
equations, which implies that all points within the restriction
are AC power flow feasible (and, by proper extensions, feasible
for additional inequality constraints). This is in contrast to
convex relaxations, which extend the originally nonconvex
feasible space to become convex by adding infeasible points.
(ii) The convex restriction is, as the name implies, a convex
set. This means that the transition between any two points
within the convex restriction will also lie inside the convex
restriction, hence guaranteeing that there exists a feasible AC
power flow solution at any intermediate point.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:
1. We formulate the AC OPF problem based on convex
restrictions from [17]. This is the first formulation of an
OPF with convex restriction, which requires extending
the convex restriction to include line flow constraints.
The formulation guarantees that the linear trajectory
between any two points within the restriction is feasible,
is applicable to general system models, considers the
nonlinear AC power flow equations, and is tractable for
large problems.
2. Using the OPF with convex restriction, we propose a
sequential algorithm which in each iteration (i) constructs
a convex restriction around a feasible point and (ii) solves
the OPF problem to obtain an improved feasible point.
The algorithm outcome is a piece-wise linear, feasible
path. We provide two objective functions which either
achieve local improvements to the current operating point
or identify a feasible path to a desired operating point.
3. We demonstrate the capabilities of the algorithm using
numerical experiments on a variety of test cases.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system model and preliminaries. Section III
reviews and extends convex restriction to formulate the OPF
problem including line flow limits and other features. Sec-
tion IV presents our algorithm for computing OPF solutions
with corresponding feasible paths. Section V demonstrates the
proposed algorithm with numerical experiments and illustra-
tive figures. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
Consider a power network with sets of buses N and lines
E ⊆ N×N . The scalars nb, ng , npq , and nl denote the number
of buses, generators, PQ buses, and lines. The network’s
incidence matrix is E ∈ Rnb×nl . The connection matrix
between generators and buses is C ∈ Rnb×ng , where the (i, k)
element of C is equal to 1 for each bus i and generator k and
zero otherwise. The active and reactive power generations are
pg ∈ Rng and qg ∈ Rng . Specified values of active and reactive
load demands are denoted pd ∈ Rnb and qd ∈ Rnb . The buses’
voltage magnitudes and phase angles are v ∈ Rnb and θ ∈ Rnb .
The superscripts “f” and “t” denote from and to buses for the
lines. The subscripts “vθ”, “ns”, “pv”, and “pq” denote the
slack (vθ), non-slack (non-vθ), PV, and PQ elements of the
corresponding vector. Superscript “T ” denotes the transpose.
I and 0 denotes identity and zero matrix of appropriate size.
A. Phase-Adjusted AC Power Flow Formulation
To set the stage for our further discussion, we describe
a slightly modified representation of the standard AC power
flow equations, the so-called phase-adjusted AC power flow
formulation. The formulation is defined relative to a known,
feasible base point indexed by subscript 0, such that v0 and
θ0 denote the base voltage magnitude and phase angle. The
angle differences across each line are
ϕl = θ
f
l − θtl, l = 1, . . . , nl, (1)
where θfl and θ
t
l denote the phase angle of the from bus and to
bus of line l. This can be equivalently expressed as ϕ = ET θ.
The phase-adjusted angle differences are then defined as
ϕ˜ = ϕ− ϕ0 = ET θ − ET θ0 = ET (θ − θ0).
With this, the phase-adjusted directed AC Power Flow equa-
tions can be written for each bus k = 1, . . . , nb,
pinjk =
nl∑
l=1
vflv
t
l
(
Ĝckl cos ϕ˜l + B̂
s
kl sin ϕ˜l
)
+Gdkkv
2
k, (2a)
qinjk =
nl∑
l=1
vflv
t
l
(
Ĝskl sin ϕ˜l − B̂ckl cos ϕ˜l
)
−Bdkkv2k, (2b)
where vfl and v
t
l denote the voltage magnitude at the from and
to buses of line l. The active and reactive power injections
are pinj = Cpg − pd and qinj = Cqg − qd. The matrices
Ĝc, Ĝs, B̂c, B̂s ∈ Rnb×nl and Gd, Bd ∈ Rnb×nb are phase-
adjusted admittance matrices defined relative to the base point,
and their derivations are shown in the Appendix. In addition
to the power flow equations in (2), the OPF problem enforces
the following operational constraints
p ming,i ≤pg,i≤pmaxg,i , qming,i ≤qg,i≤qmaxg,i , i=1, ..., ng, (3a)
vminj ≤vj≤vmaxj , ϕminl ≤ϕl≤ϕmaxl , j=1, ..., nb, (3b)
(sfp,l)
2 + (sfq,l)
2 ≤ (smaxl )2, l=1, ..., nl, (3c)
(stp,l)
2 + (stq,l)
2 ≤ (smaxl )2, l=1, ..., nl. (3d)
Here, (3a) represent the generator active and reactive power
capacity limits, pmaxg , p
min
g and q
max
g , q
min
g , respectively. Eq. (3b)
limits the voltage magnitudes to the range vmin, vmax, and
enforces stability limits on the angle differences ϕmin, ϕmax.
Eqs. (3c), (3d) imposes line capacity limit smax where sfp,l, s
f
q,l
represent the active and reactive power flowing into the line
l at the from buses, and stp,l, s
t
q,l represent the active and
reactive power flowing into the line l at the to buses.
The phase-adjusted AC power flow equations can be ex-
pressed in terms of basis functions, which are defined as
ψCl (v, ϕ) = v
f
lv
t
l cos (ϕl − ϕ0,l), l = 1, . . . , nl,
ψSl (v, ϕ) = v
f
lv
t
l sin (ϕl − ϕ0,l), l = 1, . . . , nl,
ψQk (v, ϕ) = v
2
k, k = 1, . . . , nb.
(4)
The power flow equations (2) can then be rewritten as[
Cpg − pd
Cqg − qd
]
+
[
−Ĝc −B̂s −Gd
B̂c −Ĝs Bd
]
ψ(v, ϕ) = 0, (5)
where ψ(v, ϕ) =
[
ψC(v, ϕ)T ψS(v, ϕ)T ψQ(v, ϕ)T
]T
.
3B. Control and State Variables
Standard power system definitions divide the system into
three sets of buses:
• PV buses: pinjpv , vpv specified; q
inj
pv , θpv implicitly defined.
• PQ buses: pinjpq , q
inj
pq specified; vpq, θpq implicitly defined.
• Vθ (slack) bus: vvθ, θvθ specified; p
inj
vθ, q
inj
vθ implicitly
defined.
For the analysis, variables that are explicitly set by the system
operator are control variables, and variables that are implicitly
determined through the AC power flow equations are state
variables. Constants such as the active and reactive power load
on PQ buses and the reference angle θvθ=0 are not considered
as variables. The control variables are the active power outputs
of generators at PV buses ppv and the voltage magnitudes at
the Vθ and PV buses vg, denoted by u = [ppv, vg] ∈ R2ng−1.
For the sake of clarity, we differentiate between the state
variables x = [θns, vpq] ∈ Rnb−1+npq which are implicitly
defined through the power flow equations given a set of control
variables u, and the intermediate variables [pvθ, qvθ, qpv] which
are explicitly defined by the power flow equations and a given
set of state and control variables (x, u).
For a given set of control variables u, the state variables
x can be obtained from a subset of the phase-adjusted power
flow equations (5),[
Cnspg − pd,ns
Cpqqg − qd,pq
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
τ(u)
+
[
−Ĝcns −B̂sns −Gdns
B̂cpq −Ĝspq Bdpq
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Meq
ψ(v, ϕ) = 0, (6)
where τ(u) is active and reactive power injections at certain
buses. The matrix Ĝcns ∈ R(nb−1)×nl contains the rows
corresponding to the non-slack buses from Ĝc ∈ Rnb×nl ,
and B̂cpq ∈ Rnpq×nl contains the rows corresponding to PQ
buses from B̂c ∈ Rnb×nl . The other submatrices are defined
similarly. Note that (6) is a square system of equations.
The intermediate variables (i.e., the active power at the Vθ
bus pvθ and the reactive power at the Vθ and PV buses qvθ, qpv)
are functions of state and control variables (x, u):Cvθpg − pd,vθCvθqg − qd,vθ
Cpvqg − qd,pv

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ζ(pg,qg)
=
 Ĝcvθ B̂svθ Gdvθ−B̂cvθ Ĝsvθ −Bdvθ
−B̂cpv Ĝspv −Bdpv

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mineq
ψ(v, ϕ). (7)
Line flows can be represented in terms of the phase adjusted
basis functions,[
sfp
sfq
]
︸︷︷︸
sf
=
[
Gft Bft GffE
T
f
−Bft Gft −BffETf
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lfline
ψ(v, ϕ), (8)
[
stp
stq
]
︸︷︷︸
st
=
[
Gtf −Btf GttETt
−Btf −Gtf −BttETt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ltline
ψ(v, ϕ), (9)
where the block matrices in Lfline and L
t
line are provided in the
Appendix.
C. Phase-Adjusted AC Optimal Power Flow
The AC OPF problem can be written based on the phase-
adjusted AC power flow with the consideration of state and
control variables. This formulation is equivalent to the classical
form of the AC OPF problem without any approximation. The
AC OPF problem identifies the operating point with minimum
generation cost while respecting the operational constraints:
minimize
x,u,sf,st
c(pg) =
ng∑
i=1
ci(pg,i) (10)
subject to τ(u) +Meqψ(v, ϕ) = 0 (11)
ζ(pming , q
min
g ) ≤Mineqψ(v, ϕ) ≤ ζ(pmaxg , qmaxg ) (12)
ETns 0
0 I
−ETns 0
0 −I

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
x ≤

ϕmax
vmaxpq
−ϕmin
−vminpq

︸ ︷︷ ︸
bmax
,
[
pminpv
vming
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
umin
≤ u ≤
[
pmaxpv
vmaxg
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
umax
(13)
|Lflineψ(x, u)| ≤ sf, |Ltlineψ(x, u)| ≤ st(
sfp
)2
+
(
sfq
)2 ≤ (smax)2 , (stp)2 + (stq)2 ≤ (smax)2 (14)
The cost function of each generator i is defined by ci(pg,i) and
is assumed to be a monotonically increasing with respect to the
power generation. Eq. (11) contains the subset of power flow
equations which relate the control and state variables. Eq. (12)
imposes constraints on the intermediate variables, the active
power on Vθ buses, and reactive power on generator buses.
The matrix Ens ∈ R(nb−1)×nl is a submatrix of E that selects
the rows corresponding to the non-slack buses.
III. OPTIMAL POWER FLOW WITH CONVEX RESTRICTION
In this section, we summarize the procedure of obtaining
a convex restriction for the AC OPF problem. The convex
restriction provides a convex condition on the control variable
u such that there exists a state variable x that satisfies both the
AC power flow equations in (2) and the operational constraints
in (3). A sufficient convex condition for AC power flow
feasibility was developed in [17], and we extend its application
to solve full OPF problem including line flow limits.
A. Quadratic Convex Restriction of Feasible Region
1) Power flow constraints in fixed point form: The convex
restriction is constructed around the known, feasible base
point (x0, u0), which is assumed to have a non-singular
power flow Jacobian1 with respect to the state variables.
Consider the power flow equation (6) as finding the zeros of
f(x, u) = τ(u) + Meqψ(v, ϕ). Let us denote the Jacobian
with respect to x as Jf,0 = ∇xf |(x0,u0) = MeqJψ,0 where
Jψ,0 = ∇xψ(v,ET θ)|(v0,ϕ0). Then, we can write the power
flow equations in the following fixed-point form
x = −J−1f,0(f(x, u)− Jf,0x)
= −J−1f,0 (Meqg(x, u) + τ(u)) ,
(15)
1If the power flow Jacobian is singular, the system is operating at the nose
of PV curve where the solution to power flow equation can disappear by an
arbitrary small perturbation in the power injection.
4where g(x, u) represents the residual of the basis functions,
g(x, u) = ψ(v, ϕ)− Jψ,0x. (16)
Note that (15) corresponds to a single iteration of the Newton-
Raphson procedure, which is commonly used to solve the
power flow equations.
2) Sufficient condition for existence of x: The derivation of
the sufficient condition for AC power flow solvability relies
on Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem.
Theorem 1. (Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem [18]) Let P ⊆ Rn
be a nonempty compact convex set and F : P → P be a
continuous mapping. Then there exists some x ∈ P such that
F (x) = x.
In our approach, the map F corresponds to the power flow
equations (15). We define the self-mapping set P as
P(b) = {x | ϕ ≤ ϕ ≤ ϕ, vpq ≤ vpq ≤ vpq}
= {x | Ax ≤ b}, (17)
where the matrix A is defined in (13) and the bound b is
b =
[
ϕT vTpq −ϕT −vTpq
]T
. (18)
The polytope P(b) is a closed and compact set parametrized
by the bounds b, which provides the upper and lower bound
on the state variables. These bounds b are not the same as
the limits provided in (3b), but are decision variables. Then
Brouwer fixed point condition is equivalent to existence of
b ∈ R(2npq+2nl) such that
max
x∈P(b)
Kg(x, u)−AJ−1f,0τ(u) ≤ b, (19)
where K = −AJ−1f,0Meq .
3) Concave envelopes and bounds for g(x, u) and ψ(x, u):
A concave envelope of a function g(x, u) is given by a concave
under-estimator g
k
(x, u) and a convex over-estimator gk(x, u),
such that
g
k
(x, u) ≤ gk(x, u) ≤ gk(x, u). (20)
Given this concave envelope, the bound on gk over the domain
P(b) is
gP,k(u, b) ≥ max
x∈P(b)
gk(x, u) = max
x∈∂Pk(b)
gk(x, u),
gP,k(u, b) ≤ minx∈P(b) gk(x, u) = minx∈∂Pk(b) gk(x, u),
(21)
where ∂Pk(b) is the set of vertices in polytope P(b) that are
involved in function gk(x, u). For the second equality, we ex-
ploit the fact that since envelopes are concave for minimization
problem and convex for maximization problem, the extreme
values gP,k(u, b), gP,k(u, b) will occur at one of the vertices
in ∂P(b). Hence, we can ensure max/min inequality hold over
the polytope by requiring all vertices to satisfy the above
inequalities. Figure 2 illustrates the concave envelope and the
bounds over the polytope P(b) for an example function.
In power flow equations, the functions g(x, u) can be
expressed as a combination of bilinear, cosine, and sine
functions. The concave envelopes for these functions, from
 k(x, u)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of concave envelope (in red) for the function ψ(x, u) (in
blue), and the corresponding bounds on ψ(x, u) over the interval Pk(b).
[17], are provided below. The envelopes of a bilinear function
are
〈xy〉Q ≥ −1
4
[(x− x0)− (y − y0)]2 + x0y + xy0 − x0y0
〈xy〉Q ≤ 1
4
[(x− x0) + (y − y0)]2 + x0y + xy0 − x0y0.
For trigonometric functions, we exploit the angle difference
limits with the phase-adjusted power flow formulation to
construct a tight concave envelope. Assuming ϕmax ∈ [0, pi]
and ϕmin ∈ [−pi, 0], the concave envelopes for the sine and
cosine functions are
〈sin ϕ˜〉S ≥ ϕ˜+
(
sin ϕ˜max − ϕ˜max
(ϕ˜max)2
)
ϕ˜2, ϕ˜ < ϕ˜max
〈sin ϕ˜〉S ≤ ϕ˜+
(
sin ϕ˜min − ϕ˜min
(ϕ˜min)2
)
ϕ˜2, ϕ˜ > ϕ˜min
〈cos ϕ˜〉C ≥ 1− 1
2
ϕ˜2, 〈cos ϕ˜〉C ≤ 1.
The upper bounds on g(x, u) over P(b) can be defined as
gCP,l(u, b) ≥ max
xl∈Xl
〈〈vflvtl 〉Q〈cos ϕ˜l〉C〉Q − vf0,lvtl − vflvt0,l
gSP,l(u, b) ≥ max
xl∈Xl
〈〈vflvtl 〉Q〈sin ϕ˜l〉S〉Q − vf0,lvt0,lϕ˜l
gQP,k(u, b) ≥ max
vk∈{vk,vk}
〈vkvk〉Q − 2vk,
where xl = (vfl, v
t
l, ϕ˜l) and Xl = {(vfl, vtl, ϕ˜l) | vfl ∈
{vfl, vfl}, vtl ∈ {vtl, vtl}, ϕ˜l ∈ {ϕk − ϕ0,k, ϕk − ϕ0,k}}. Note
that the number of vertices that needs to be checked for each
line is constant, i.e., the cardinality of Xl is 23 regardless of
the size of the system. Similarly, gP,k(u, b) can be defined
by replacing maximum with the minimum and changing the
direction of inequality sign, and ψP,k(u, b) and ψP,k(u, b) can
be defined by replacing the function g by ψ.
4) Convex restriction of OPF feasible region: The above
upper and lower bounds on g(x, u) over the region P(b) allows
us to guarantee that condition (19) for power flow feasibility
holds. Similarly, the bounds on ψ(x, u) can ensure satisfaction
of the inequality constraints (12)-(14). The resulting convex
restriction represents a convex inner approximation of the
feasible region in the OPF problem. This is proven by the
following Theorem from [17], which we extend to include
transmission line flow limits.
Theorem 2. (Convex Restriction of Power Flow Feasibility
Constraints) Given the operating point u = (ppv, vg), there ex-
ists a solution for the state x = (θns, vpq) that satisfies AC OPF
5constraints in (2) and (3) if there exist b = (ϕ, vpq, −ϕ, −vpq)
and (sf, st) such that
−AJ−1f,0τ(u) +K+gP(u, b) +K−gP(u, b) ≤ b (22)
M+ineqψP(u, b) +M
−
ineqψP(u, b) ≤ ζ(pmaxg , qmaxg )
M−ineqψP(u, b) +M
+
ineqψP(u, b) ≥ ζ(pming , qming )
b ≤ bmax, umin ≤ u ≤ umax
Lk,+line ψP(u, b) + L
k,−
line ψP(u, b) ≤ sk, k ∈ {f, t}
−Lk,−line ψP(u, b)− Lk,+line ψP(u, b) ≤ sk, k ∈ {f, t}(
skp
)2
+
(
skq
)2 ≤ (smax)2 , k ∈ {f, t}
(23)
where K = −AJ−1f,0Meq, and Λ+ij = max{Λij , 0} and Λ−ij =
min{Λij , 0} for some arbitrary matrix Λ.
Proof. Condition (22) is a sufficient condition for Brouwer
Fixed Point condition in Equation (19):
max
x∈P(b)
Kg(x, u)−AJ−1f,0τ(u)
≤ K+gP(u, b) +K−gP(u, b)−AJ
−1
f,0τ(u) ≤ b,
then for all x ∈ P(b), −J−1f,0Meqg(x, u) ∈ P(b). By applying
Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem to (15), there exists a solution
x ∈ P(b). Further, (23) ensures the operational constraints are
satisfied for all x ∈ P(b). A more detailed proof is in [17].
Note the convex restriction can be written analytically with
only the inversion of Jacobian at the base operating point.
B. Optimal Power Flow with Quadratic Convex Restriction
We can obtain a safe, convex approximation of the AC
OPF by replacing the original AC OPF constraints (2) and (3)
with the convex restriction (22), (23). However, the objective
function requires special consideration.
1) Objective function: The objective function is expressed
in terms of active power pg,i from each generator. Since the
active power generation at the slack bus is an implicit state
variable, it is replaced by its over-estimator. Since the objective
function is monotonically increasing with respect to the active
power generation, the objective can be over-estimated by
c(u, b) = cvθ(pg,vθ) +
npv∑
i=1
cpv,i(ppv,i) (24)
where pg,vθ is an over-estimator on the active power generated
at the Vθ bus. This over-estimator is constrained by
Cvθpg,vθ − pd,vθ ≥M+vθψP(u, b) +M−vθψP(u, b) (25)
where Mvθ ∈ R1×(2nl+nb) is the row of Mineq that corresponds
to the active power generation limit at the Vθ bus.
2) OPF with Convex Restriction: The AC OPF is given by
minimize
u,b,sf,st,pg,vθ
(24) objective function
subject to (22), (23), (25) convex restriction
Remark 1. The solution for OPF with convex restriction
(pcvxrsg ) is lower bounded by the global optimal solution of
original AC OPF problem (p∗g ) and is upper bounded by the
objective value at the base point (pg,0):
c(p∗g) ≤ c(pcvxrsg ) ≤ c(pg,0).
Remark 2. The number of convex quadratic constraints in-
volved in the OPF with convex restriction (Equations (22),
(23) and (25)) is bounded by 30nl + 4nb + 4ng .
Remark 1 shows that the solution of OPF with convex
restriction has reduced or equal objective value relative to the
base point. Remark 2 shows that the size of the resulting con-
vex optimization problem increases linearly with the system
size.
IV. FEASIBLE PATH OPTIMAL POWER FLOW
We present an iterative algorithm to solve OPF with the
convex restriction, while guaranteeing the existence of a
feasible path to the new operating point.
A. Definition of the Feasible Path
The motivation for studying the feasible path is to bring
the system from the current operating point to the desired
operating point while guaranteeing steady-state stability, i.e.,
a trajectory which satisfies the AC power flow equations as
well as the operational constraints. This leads to the following
definition of a feasible path.
Definition 1. A feasible path between two control set points
u(0) and u(N) is a set of control variables that forms a
continuous line connecting the two set points, and there exists
a state variable x that satisfies the AC OPF constraints in
Equations (2) and (3) along the path.
In particular, the feasible path will be described by a
sequence of control actions u(k), i = 0, ..., N where
U = {αu(k) + (1−α)u(k+1) | α ∈ [0, 1], ∀k = 0, ..., N − 1}.
B. Feasible Path Identification Algorithm
The convex restriction provides an inner approximation of
the power flow feasibility set that is a convex set. By the
definition of a convex set, the straight path connecting two
operating points u(k) and u(k+1) within the convex restriction
are guaranteed to be feasible. That is, for α ∈ [0, 1],
αu(k) + (1− α)u(k+1) ∈ U cvxrstr(k) . (26)
Here, U cvxrstr(k) denotes the convex restriction (22), (23), con-
structed with the base point at u(k). By leveraging this property
of convexity, we propose to use sequential convex restrictions
to identify a feasible path. The algorithm based on Sequential
Convex Restrictions is described in Algorithm 1. Given a
current set of control variables u(k), the algorithm (i) solves
the power flow equations to obtain the base point (x(k), u(k)),
(ii) constructs the convex restrictions, and (ii) solves a convex
restriction OPF to obtain a new set of control variables u(k+1).
The output of the algorithm is a sequence of control set points
6Algorithm 1 Feasible Path Identification Algorithm with
Sequential Convex Restriction
1: Initialization: Set u(0) and x(0) to the initial operating
point
2: while ‖u(k+1) − u(k)‖2 > ε do
3: Solve power flow given u(k) to obtain x(k)
4: Set x0 = x(k) and compute the power flow Jacobian at
the base point (Jf,0)
5: Construct Convex Restriction of OPF (U cvxrstr(k) ) in Equa-
tions (22) and (23)
6: Solve
u(k+1) = arg min
u∈U cvxrstr
(k)
f0(u, b) (27)
7: k := k + 1
8: end while
9: return u(1), ..., u(N)
u(k), k = 0, ..., N that forms a piece-wise linear feasible path
between the initial operating point u(0) and u(N).
A related type of algorithm is Sequential Convex Program-
ming, which relies on the approximation of the equations over
a trust region [19], [20]. Unlike general Sequential Convex
Programming, our algorithm based on Sequential Convex
Restriction provides a guaranteed feasible solution without the
need of trust regions.
C. Operational Scenarios for Feasible Path OPF
Depending on the problem setting, we might want to
consider different objective functions f0 in Equation (27). We
provide two examples.
1) Optimal power flow with feasible path guarantees:
Given the current, sub-optimal operating point (x0, u0), we
want to find a lower cost operating point (x∗, u∗) while
guaranteeing a feasible path between the two points. In this
formulation, the OPF problem is directly solved by setting the
objective to be the cost of generation
f0(u, b) = c¯(u, b) (28)
where c¯(u, b) is defined as in Equation (24).
2) Feasible Path Identification for Known Operating Points:
In alternative scenario, we are provided a known, desired
operating point (p∗pv, v
∗
g ) and seek to find a sequence of feasible
control actions which bring the system towards the desired
point. The objective function here can be set to minimize the
Euclidean distance from the desired generation set point
f0(u, b) = λ‖ppv − p∗pv‖2 + ‖vg − v∗g‖2 (29)
λ is a relative weighting of the differences in generator power
injections and voltage magnitudes. The convergence of the
algorithm depends on the weight λ, which will be investigated
further in the numerical studies section.
D. Convergence of the feasible path OPF
The sequential convex restriction may not always converge
to the optimal solution. We provide a few scenarios in which
the algorithm may not arrive at the desired operating point.
• If the initial and the optimal operating points belong to
separate, disconnected regions of the feasible space, there
is no feasible path between the two points. The final point
of the algorithm will reside in the set that the initial point
belongs to.
• The algorithm could converge to a point at the nonconvex
boundary of the feasible set where all cost-descending
directions are infeasible.
The next section provides quantitative experiments to show
the convergence of the algorithm on standard IEEE test cases.
V. NUMERICAL STUDIES
We present a computational demonstration of our algorithm.
Two illustrative examples are presented to visualize how the
algorithm finds a feasible path to a desired point and study
the convergence. Extensive numerical studies show how the
algorithm improves the current solution, including optimality
gap and runtime for a wide range of test cases.
A. Implementation
The studies were conducted on pglib benchmark library
v19.01 up to 588 bus system. The numerical experiments were
done on 3.3 GHz Intel Core i7 with 16 GB Memory and
were implemented with JuMP/Julia [21]. The MOSEK solver
was used to solve the convex QCQP generated by convex
restriction, and MATPOWER with primal/dual interior point
method was used to solve the same AC OPF problem to be
used as a reference point [22]. Algorithm 1 was implemented
with ε = 0.01, where the power flow in each iteration (step
3) was solved using the Newton-Raphson method.
B. Illustrative example: Finding a feasible path
We first show an illustrative example of a feasible path
identified for the 9 bus system [23]. In this experiment, the
voltage magnitudes at the generators were fixed at 1 p.u . and
the generators’ reactive power limits were reduced from 300
MVAr to 100 MVAr. Figure 3 shows the changes in the control
variable set points as the algorithm progresses. We observe
that the algorithm converges to the desired operating point in
7 iterations. The figure shows that the piece-wise linear path
goes around the infeasible operating region (plotted in white)
and arrives at the desired operating point without violating any
OPF constraints.
C. Convergence of Feasible Path Identification for Known
Operating Point
In this study, we investigate convergence of the feasible path
algorithm in an example based on the IEEE 39 bus system
[24]. The desired operating point was set to the globally
optimal AC OPF solution. The initial operating point was
determined by solving OPF with linear uniform generation
cost (i.e., c(pg) =
∑
i pg,i) using MATPOWER. The distance
between the current and the desired operating point was
minimized with different values of the parameter λ in the
objective in (29), which determines the trade-off between
convergence for the active power and voltage magnitudes.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of Sequential Convex Restriction in the 9 bus system for the first, third, fifth, and seventh iterations. The feasibility space is shown in
blue and the convex restriction is shown in green. The optimal solution is marked by × and the red line shows the feasible path.
Figure 4 shows the convergence of the active power genera-
tion and voltage magnitudes to the desired operating point. For
large enough values of λ, the active power outputs (at the non-
slack generators) converge to those of the desired operating
point. However, the voltage magnitudes may converge to a
different, sub-optimal power flow solution. Similarly, if λ
is set too low, the voltage magnitudes may converge to the
desired operating point, while the active power setpoints do
not. For intermediate values of λ, both active power and
voltage magnitudes converge to the desired point.
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Fig. 4. Convergence Feasible Point Pursuit is shown by varying λ is shown
for 39 bus system. Purple, yellow and blue lines shows line flow, reactive
generation, voltage magnitude limits.
The main takeaway from this result is that the convergence
of the algorithm is path-dependent, i.e., there are cases where
the sequential convex restriction gets trapped in a sub-optimal
point. This situation could be mitigated by appropriate tuning
of the objective function.
D. Optimal power flow with feasible path guarantees
To show how the algorithm improves an initial, sub-optimal
point (using the objective function (28)), we run our algorithm
on different test cases from the pglib-opf benchmark library.
The initial operating point was obtained by solving the OPF
problem with a linear uniform generation cost (
∑
i pg,i) in
MATPOWER. These solutions are far from the optima of the
OPF problems with their original (generation cost minimizing)
objective functions. Thus, this experimental setup adequately
exercises our Sequential Convex Restriction algorithm.
Table I summarizes the numerical studies where the cost of
generation was minimized at each iteration of the algorithm.
The cost after the first and last iteration of sequential convex
restriction are shown in the fourth and fifth columns of Table I.
The optimality gap at the ith iteration is defined as
Optimality Gap =
c(p(i)g )−c(p∗g )
c(p∗g )
. (30)
Here, c(pg) is the objective function (10), p
(i)
g is the power
generation at the ith iteration and p∗g is the optimal set point
from MATPOWER. We observe that the OPF with convex
restriction is able to significantly improve the operating point
from the initial point, even if it does not reach the same
solution as MATPOWER. It converges within 5 iterations for
all cases. The average solver time per iteration is also shown in
the last two columns. We see that the algorithm is applicable
even to larger systems.
Note that the Successive Convex Restriction algorithm
encountered numerical problems for two test cases (the 89
and 240 bus systems), which are omitted from the results in
Table I. The source of these problems is the line flow limits,
which add quadratic limits on the existing quadratic envelopes.
Essentially, this introduces a higher order polynomial con-
straint (expressed in terms of two quadratic constraints), which
can cause numerical problems.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an Sequential Convex Restriction al-
gorithm to obtain a feasible path from an initial, feasible
operating point to an improved operating point. The feasible
path guarantees that there exist a trajectory which is AC
power flow feasible and satisfies all operational constraints.
The algorithm relies on solving a sequence of OPF problems
that are formulated using on so-called convex restrictions,
which are conservative, convex inner approximations of the
OPF feasible space. The case studies demonstrate that the
sequential convex restriction algorithm converges to a high-
quality solution while generating feasible control actions, and
is scalable to larger systems.
There are natural extensions arising from the feasible path
and the use of convex restriction. One is extension is to
consider dynamic stability since this paper only considers
the steady-state security. Other research directions include
classifying potential causes of the infeasible path, or applying
the convex restrictions to guarantee robustly feasible AC power
flow solutions.
8TABLE I
OPTIMALITY GAP AND RUNTIME OF OPF WITH CONVEX RESTRICTIONS
Objective ($/h) Optimality Gap (%)
Test Case Initial MATPOWER
CVXRS
1st iter
CVXRS
last iter
Number of
iterations 1st iter last iter
Solver Time
(seconds)
pglib opf case3 lmbd 6089.54 5812.64 5986.53 5813.54 5 2.99 0.02 0.01
pglib opf case5 pjm 27356.2 17551.9 17839 17578.8 4 1.64 0.15 0.03
pglib opf case14 ieee 7008.23 6291.28 6291.35 6291.29 2 0 0 0.08
pglib opf case24 ieee rts 87065.8 63352.2 63393.8 63361.5 4 0.07 0.01 0.19
pglib opf case30 ieee 12308.3 11974.5 11981.1 11976.8 2 0.06 0.02 0.23
pglib opf case39 epri 152592 142980 144525 143010 4 1.08 0.02 0.41
pglib opf case57 ieee 46216.5 39323.4 44000.3 42494 5 11.89 8.06 1.04
pglib opf case73 ieee rts 262108 189764 189908 189789 5 0.08 0.01 1.73
pglib opf case118 ieee 145657 115804 117068 116071 5 1.09 0.23 3.55
pglib opf case162 ieee dtc 129083 126154 127622 127612 3 1.16 1.16 19.91
pglib opf case179 goc 905329 828404 893016 883301 5 7.8 6.63 11.47
pglib opf case200 tamu 37398.7 34730.7 37138.3 35895.9 5 6.93 3.35 10.21
pglib opf case300 ieee 850620 664220 734711 684909 5 10.61 3.11 55
pglib opf case588 sdet 476950 381555 447566 428569 5 17.3 12.32 219.66
APPENDIX
Let Ef ∈ Rnb×nl and Et ∈ Rnb×nl be the connection
matrix for from and to buses. The (k, l)th element of Ef and
the (m, l)th element of Et are equal to 1 for each transmission
line l, where the line l connects the “from” bus k to “to” bus
m, and zero otherwise, and E = Ef − Et. The matrices Yff,
Ytf, Yft and Ytt are diagonal with its elements,
Yff,kk =
(
yk + j
bck
2
)(
1
τk
)2
, Ytt,kk = yk + j
bck
2
,
Yft,kk = −yk 1
τke−jθ
shift
k
, Ytf,kk = −yk 1
τkejθ
shift
k
.
where Yff,kk represents kth row and kth column of the diagonal
matrix Yff. τ , θshift, bc are transformer tap ratio, phase shift
angles, and line chargine, respectively. The phase adjusted
admittance matrices Ŷft ∈ Cnl×nl and Ŷtf ∈ Cnl×nl are
diagonal matrices with
Ŷft = Yftdiag
(
e−jϕ0
)
, Ŷtf = Ytfdiag
(
ejϕ0
)
.
where each diagonal element of Ŷft is an adjustment of Yft by
angle ϕ0. Then
Ŷ c = Ef Ŷft + EtŶtf , Ŷ
s = Ef Ŷft − EtŶtf
Y d = EfYffE
T
f + EtYttE
T
t + Ysh.
Replacing Y by G or B yields the real and imaginary parts
of Y matrix, which are used in Equations (5), (8) and (9).
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